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Imagine DAT Studios, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 216 x 140 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The Clock is a fanciful tale of
adventure in time travel that encompasses science fiction, history, suspense, and action. Teen
siblings Jack and Livi Hawthorne discover a secret time portal built into the grandfather clock of
their distant ancestor Lord Jonathan William Augustus Hollingsworth, IV. Set in Colchester,
England, The Clock taps into the rich history of the region where the reader encounters such
landmarks as The Red Lion Inn and Colchester Castle and historic characters including Charles
Dickens, Queen Victoria, and Matthew Hopkins, the self-proclaimed Witch Finder General of the
17th Century. It is a tale not only of historic discovery, but of internal discovery as well. Jack and Livi
Hawthorne have moved with their parents Scott and Susan to Colchester, England for the summer.
Susan, as the last surviving heir to Lord Jonathan William Augustus Hollingsworth, IV has inherited
his ancestral home, long vacant after his mysterious disappearance in 1896. Prominent in the
manor s library is a massive grandfather clock, which was constructed by Lord Hollingsworth.
Unbeknownst to anyone, that clock serves as...
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The ideal ebook i possibly study. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Ava Witting-- Ava Witting
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